yo what's up people i am daniel curtis

lee and right now i'm kicking it with

the astronaut extraordinaire mr. Leland

Melvin hey it's great to be here with

Dan Curtis who rocked the house and the

kickoff of the summer of innovation

program come celebrate this summer with

us as we celebrate what stem with a stem

check this out you got science you got

technology you got engineering and

mathematics imagine it floor it do it

and who knows what you'll discover peace

yo what's up people i'm daniel curtis

lee you may recognize me from disney XD
zeke and luther or the nickelodeon's Ned's Declassified but that doesn't matter right now look kids or whoever you are you can be a scientist engineer whatever you want to be actor rapper as long as that's what you want to do you set your sights on anything you can believe you can achieve shoot for the stars touch the Stars be the star whatever you want nasa.gov yo what's up people i'm daniel curtis lee you may recognize me from disney XD Zeke and Luther or nickelodeon's Ned's Declassified but that doesn't matter
right now look kids or whoever you are

you can be a scientist engineer whatever

you want to be actor rapper as long as

that's what you want to do you set your

sights on anything you can believe you

can achieve shoot for the stars touch

the Stars be the star whatever you want